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Interviewer: Let's see, you are Miss Hussey.

Hussey: Yes, Doris Hussey.

Interviewer: If you don't mind my saying so, I'm surprised to see you retiring from teaching so young.

Hussey: Well, now, that's sweet of you. Actually, I do feel quite sprightly; perhaps it's because of my training in physiotherapy— and, of course, I always watch my posture!

Interviewer: I'll bet that man-in-the-moon will take a second look at you. Have you traveled very extensively before, Miss Hussey?

Hussey: No, not particularly. You see, my home is in Maine, and most of my travel has been between Maine and Kalamazoo.

Interviewer: Haven't you had the urge to see other parts of the United States?

Hussey: Well, I can't believe you fully appreciate the state of Maine. Have you ever heard of Bar Harbor?

Interviewer: I'm afraid I haven't.

Hussey: Well, then, you've never seen God's country.

Interviewer: Will you be returning there after you get back from the moon?

Hussey: That OR, of course— unless I'm overcome by moon magic.

Interviewer: (laughing) Let us hear from you, anyway.

Hussey: You will.